
Order of Adjectives

Name: Result: Date: __/20  __/__/20__

Amongst the younger men in his profession he was often aware of faces
which attracted him, but one could not confide ________________ questions
to men half one's age.

1.

(deep/personal)

We recognize a race by ___________________ traits, and by
characteristics which slowly change.
2.

(peculiar/certain)

There were ____________ acts of trickery.3. (many/such)

Of course, I thought at first that it was that ___________ button which I
have found so many times, but my knife soon showed the silver.
4.

(old/same)

It was a quivering, bleeding soul crying out to him in an agony that no
______________ eyes had ever revealed to him before.
5.

(other/human)

It was only a ______________ ports which we were allowed to sail to.6.
(foreign/few)

His _______________ distinctions were gained in mathematics.7.
(public/first)

Never, up to this time, had she given the slightest indication of such cruelty
in her character, and never after that time was the slightest suspicion cast
upon her for any _____________ act.

8.

(other/evil)

The only comfort I could afford him was by telling him that I had caught
sight of ________________ rafts, and possibly they might be upon one of
them.

9.

(small/several)

Then she began prowling about the ______________ dwelling.10.
(empty/great)

We seek this society to flatter ourselves with our ___________ conduct.11.
(own/good)
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We have now come to a part of our story which, admiring as we do the
genius and the _____________ qualities of Pitt, we cannot relate without
much pain.

12.

(noble/many)

Nature could not be quite so cruel as to set a heart throbbing in that
______________ cage of ribs!
13.

(little/poor)

Their eyes are closed to a _____________ line; through this crack they
are watching me, evidently thinking themselves unobserved.
14.

(mere/black)

There are times when our friends do not act like themselves, but
apparently in obedience to some other law than that of their _____________
nature.

15.

(proper/own)

I have stood many a time and thought what a ______________
homestead it would make.
16.

(neat/little)

This light danced and flashed like a ______________ diamond.17.
(great/white)

It was still ornamented with its ___________ ironwork.18. (fine/old)

Even the ____________ beard was solid marble.19. (gray/long)

They were always wound with _________________ worsted.20.
(colored/bright)
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